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Vocabulary: 

 Match This Word Or Phrase:   With This Definition:  

______ As You Were A. A shooter who has a physical handicap and cannot fire from one or more 

of the shooting positions or who must use special equipment when firing. 

______ Sighting Shots B. A shooter who has not reached their 16th Birthday. 

______ Sighting Shots C. More than the required number of hits on a target. 

______ Competitor's Position D. An aiming point printed on a target. 

______ BB Gun Time Allowance E. The total value of all required shots fired by a competitor in any one 

match. 

______ Misfire F. Shots fired at a designated bull to obtain information about adjustment of 

sights for the current target. 

______ Cross-Fire G. A heavy paper containing one or more aiming points which is frequently 

called a target card. 

______ Preparation Period H. A gun that cannot be safely aimed or fired. 

______ Interference I. Unlimited shots fired in any position that remain inside the guard ring on 

the target. 

______ Carry On J. One minute per record shot (10 shots in 10 minutes) 

______ Doubles K. a shot in which the BB is not expelled from the gun. 

______ Miss L. occurs when two BBs are fired at once. 

______ Bullseye M. Not allowing match and range personnel to conduct of their duties and 

not allowing other competitors to shoot.  

______ Disabled BB Gun N. The numbered firing point to which a shooter has been assigned. 

______ Physically Disabled Competitors O. To deliberately fire on another shooter's target. 

______ Excessive Hits P. To disregard the command just given. 

______ Score Q. To proceed with whatever was being done before an interruption 

occurred. 

______ BB Gun Competitor R. A designated time immediately prior to the match when a shooter should 

get ready to shooter. 

______ Target S. The score for any bull without a shot near it. 


